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We discuss the no-go theorem of Frauchiger and Renner based on an "extended Wigner's friend" thought experiment which is supposed to show that any single-world interpretation of quantum mechanics leads to inconsistent predictions if it is applicable on all scales. We show that no such inconsistency occurs if one considers a complete description of the physical situation. We then discuss implications of the thought experiment that have not been clearly addressed in the original paper, including a tension between relativity and nonlocal effects predicted by quantum mechanics. Our discussion applies in particular to Bohmian mechanics.
In a recent paper 1 , Daniela Frauchiger and Renato Renner present a thought experiment that is meant to show that "quantum theory cannot consistently describe the use of itself ". More precisely, the authors formulate three natural-sounding assumptions and claim that any quantum theory providing a consistent description of the thought experiment must violate at least one of them.
The first assumption (Q) states the validity of the quantum rule that if the usual measurement formalism predicts an outcome x = ξ with certainty, we can infer that this outcome indeed occurs when the measurement is carried out. It is thereby assumed that the quantum theory can be applied on all scales, in particular to Wigner's friend-type experiments, in which a macroscopic system (a laboratory including an experimentalist) is subject to a quantum measurement by another outside observer. A somewhat hidden assumption, included in (Q), is that in a series of such measurements-e.g. an experimentalist performs a spin-measurement in her lab, Wigner performs a measurement on the state of this lab-the first measurement does not lead to a collapse or reduction of the quantum state, i.e. the outside observer can presuppose a linear time evolution of the quantum state until the time of his measurement.
The second assumption (S) is that the theory be a "single-world theory", meaning that measurements have a unique outcome (at least from the viewpoint of the agent carrying out the measurement). The final assumption, (C), is that the quantum theory applied by different agents makes non-contradictory predictions for the experiment.
As natural as these assumptions may sound, the first question we should ask is whether there exists a quantum theory that could make at least a prima facie claim to satisfying them all. Going beyond mere instrumentalism, it should be clear that any single-world quantum theory without fundamental collapse law must admit additional variables over and above the wave function or quantum state: If a system (such as a measurement device) is in a definite state, despite its quantum state being in a superposition of different (macroscopic) states, it follows that the actual physical state cannot be described by the quantum state alone.
A precise and well worked-out formulation of quantum mechanics that can be applied to the Frauchiger-Renner thought experiment is Bohmian mechanics, also known as the de-Broglie-Bohm theory (see 2 for a modern exposition). Bohmian mechanics is valid on all scales, and the wave function of a closed system always evolves according to a linear Schrödinger equation, so that macroscopic superpositions of quantum states are possible, in principle. However, in Bohmian mechanics, the complete state of a physical system is described by its wave function and the actual spatial configuration of particles, which follows a precise law of motion in which the wave function enters. Thus, in the present case, all laboratory equipments, the measuring devices, the brains of the experimentalists, etc., do have a definite configuration at all times, determined by the positions of the particles composing them. In the following, we are going to show that any such formulation of quantum mechanics provides a logically consistent description of the thought experiment if the state of the entire system and the effects of all measurements are taken into account. (Our analysis seems more or less in line with the one independently formulated by Sudbery 3 ). Hence, the arguments of Frauchiger and Renner do not reveal any new dilemma (or trilemma) within quantum theory, but rather show the need to apply quantum theory consistently and carefully in these unusual circumstances.
Analysis
The thought experiment proposed by Frauchiger and Renner consists in a series of four measurements (Fig. 1) . Two are standard quantum experiments performed by experimentalist F and F in their respective lab L and L, while the other two are "Wigner's friend-type" measurements that outside observers W and W perform on the labs, which are assumed to have been perfectly isolated up to this point. The experiment starts with a quantum coin toss: F measures a qubit and prepares a spin-1/2-particle depending on the outcome. If the result of the coin-toss is heads, she prepares the spin-state | ↓ 〉 S , if the result is tails, she prepares the spin-state | → 〉 S . F then receives the so prepared particle and performs a spin-measurement in z-direction, obtaining a result = ± z 1 2 . Finally, W and W perform a particular quantum measurement on the entire laboratory L and L, respectively. The procedure is repeated until W and W obtain the outcome ok and ok. The details of these macroscopic measurements are discussed below.
According to the authors, a contradiction arises from the following results, derived by applying standard quantum rules: i). F can obtain the result = + z 1 2 only if the result of the coin toss was tails. ii). W can obtain the result = w ok only if the spin of the particle was up and F measures = + z 1 2 . iii). W can obtain the result w = ok only if the result of the coin toss was heads. iv). The outcome = = w w ok, ok has positive probability and will thus occur (almost surely) after sufficiently many trials of the experiment.
The contradiction is now easily derived. Either the result of the coin toss was tails, implying w = fail according to (iii). Or the result of the coin toss was heads, implying = − z 1 2 and thus = w fail according to (i) and (ii). Hence, the outcome = ∧ = w w ok ok is impossible, in contradiction to iv). However, a precise analysis of the proposed experiment will reveal that inference (iii) is invalid, thus resolving the alleged inconsistency. In brief, the contradiction arises from an inconsistent application of the collapse rule. The derivation of (iii) assumes that F 's observation of the coin leads to a reduction of her quantum state, while the derivation of (ii) assumes that it doesn't. More precisely-and more in the spirit of Renner's and Frauchiger's argument-inference (iii) is drawn from the point of view of F who sees the outcome of the quantum coin toss, prepares either the spin-state |↓〉 s or |→〉 s , and thus assumes that she can ignore the part of wave function corresponding to the other possible outcome of the coin toss and the preparation procedure she didn't perform. This assumption-though superficially plausible-is not a priori warranted by an objective quantum theory such as Bohmian mechanics, and our following analysis will elucidate why it fails in the very particular circumstances of the proposed thought experiment. While the argument of Frauchiger and Renner is concerned with inferences of agents participating in the experiment (and inferences of agents about the inferences of other agents), we make a conscious choice not to take these perspectives but describe the experiment in objective terms. Some readers may worry that this misses the point of the Frauchiger-Renner no-go theorem. But then the point of the Frauchiger-Renner no-go theorem is not a good one to begin with. If different "agents" make inconsistent predictions by applying a quantum theory that makes a consistent prediction, it can only mean that at least one of the agents applies the theory incorrectly.
To analyze the scenario correctly, we will consider the wave function of the entire system by tracking the steps of the experiment one by one. For illustrative purposes, we mark in bold the branches of the wave function that can guide (or in some other sense correspond to) the histories resulting in = = w w ok, ok. The experiment starts at t = t 0 with a "quantum coin toss" described by the qubit
F registers the result of the coin toss and prepares the spin-state accordingly:
In the following, we will neglect the state of the coin and include it in the state of the lab L. For ease of notation, we will also drop the symbol for the tensor product.
At t 2 , F measures the spin in z-direction. The resulting state is:
where
is the state of the laboratory L in which the outcome of the spin-measurement has been recorded. We note that
, consistent with the conclusions of Frauchiger and Renner. At t 3 , W measures the state of the laboratory L with respect to the basis
. This macroscopic measurement requires careful treatment. It is described by the following unitary evolution on the level of the quantum state:
where | 〉 READY W denotes the ready-state of W's measurement device, S.E. stands for the Schrödinger evolution of the state during the measurement process (coupling of the measured system to the measuring device) and | 〉 | 〉 OK , FAIL W W denote the "pointer states" corresponding to the measurement outcome = w ok or = w fail, respectively. The result is: 
Note that the second and fourth terms cancel (while the first and third terms add up in an | 〉 | 〉 { heads , tails }-eigenstate prior to W's measurement, it will no longer be in such an eigenstate after the measurement was completed. In a Bohm-type theory, this implies, in fact, that the records of F (including her brain state and thus her memories) can change due to W's interaction. The latter point, however, is not essential to resolving the alleged contradictions. In particular, it remains correct that = ⇒ = + w t ok z t ( )
, consistent with the conclusions of Frauchiger and Renner.
Finally, the measurement performed by W on the laboratory L with respect to the basis
is described by the following unitary evolutions:
The final state for the complete system at t 4 (the end of the experiment) is thus: where each summand (after solving all brackets) represents a decoherent branch of the total wave function corresponding to the possible record states. In particular, the "stopping condition" = = w w ok, ok is indeed a possible outcome. Applying the Born rule to the final state (7), we see that the probability of this outcome is The fallacy. Why exactly does the inference (iii) fail? Frauchiger and Renner assume that when F sees the outcome tails of the quantum coin toss and prepares the spin state |→〉 S , she can ignore the first term in (3), corresponding to the |↓〉-spin preparation, for the whole remainder of the experiment. In this case, we would indeed conclude that
However, we cannot ignore the "empty wave", corresponding to the |↓〉-spin preparation, since the macroscopic measurement performed by W brings the
branches back into a coherent superposition-note the first and second line in (5)-, so that the
branchcorresponding to the first line in (5)-influences the subsequent measurement performed by W on L. Indeed, it is precisely the interference between the first and second line in equation (5) which makes it that the surviving branch, consistent with = w ok, is
making the outcome = ∧ = w w ok ok possible. What is important to understand, is that a "single-world interpretation" of quantum mechanics (without spontaneous collapse) doesn't give us a priori license to ignore the parts of the wave function that do not correspond to (or guide) the actual state of the system. In the present scenario, the stopping condition = = w w ok, ok occurs in histories in which the result of the initial coin-toss was tails, but the possibility of this outcome is due to the influence of the other (previously decoherent) branch of the wave function, corresponding to r(t 1 ) = heads. An Everettian might say: the outcome = = w w ok, ok is the result of an interaction of parallel worlds; for a Bohmian, it is explained by the influence of "empty waves" that the Wigner's friend measurements bring back into superposition with the "guiding wave". Note that what makes Bohmian mechanics a single-world theory is not that these other branches disappear, but that the wave function alone is not a complete specification of the physical state of a system.
In particular, in Bohmian mechanics, there are precise conditions for the effective collapse, that is, for when we can forget about empty branches of the wave function and describe a subsystem by a reduced quantum state that follows an autonomous Schrödinger evolution [ 2 , ch.2]. They invole, in particular, the assumption that the decoherence of macroscopically disjoint states is (for all practical purposes) irreversible-an assumption that is typically justified but explicitely undercut by the postulated interaction between W and the laboratory L (or between W and L).
Indeed, what makes the "extended Wigner's friend" experiments practically impossible, is not the fact that they are measurements on macroscopic systems (it would of course be unproblematic if W just peeked into the lab) but that the particular measurements with respect to the peculiar | 〉 | 〉 { ok , fail }-basis requires a reversal of decoherence of macroscopic wave functions, and thus precise control over a macroscopic number of degrees of freedom, amounting to a violation of the second law of thermodynamics.
In any case, the Bohmian analysis for subsystems will reveal that the effective quantum state of coin and particle (at t 2 , the time of the spin measurement,) is either | 〉 |↓〉 heads C S or | 〉 |→〉 tails C S , while the effective quantum state of the laboratories (at t 3 , when the first Wigner's friend measurement occurs,) is the entangled state (3), independent of the preparation procedure that L actually performed. And the reason why the latter is not a linear evolution of the former (together with the coupling to the laboratory states) is that W and W are supposed to act on macroscopically disjoint branches of the wave function, including the branches that have not guided the subsystems up to this point. (Recall: only the wave function of a closed system must evolve linearly at all times.)
The situation would be notably different if the labs were not perfectly isolated but there was an external record or trace of the measurement results obtained by F and F (and be it only in the configuration of air molecules around their laboratories). By "external trace" we mean a configuration that is correlated with the outcomes in L and L yet not affected by the measurements of W and/or W, so that it preserves the decoherence of the laboratory states. In this (more realistic) case, the state of the laboratories would be effectively collapsed and inference (ii)
rather than (iii) incorrect, leading to a different but still self-consistent prediction for the experiment.
On a more general note, what all precise quantum theories-including many-worlds and spontaneous collapse theories-have in common, is that they make precise and objective statements about if and how the wave function/ quantum state is collapsed in a particular situation. Frauchiger and Renner assume that this fact is relative to different agents: for L, the quantum coin toss results in an irreversible collapse, for W it doesn't. By this alone, it should not be surprising that they arrive at contradictory conclusions.
In conclusion, a precise quantum theory such as Bohmian mechanics provides a consistent description of the thought experiment without violating any of the three assumptions (Q), (S) and (C). The no-go theorem as stated by Frauchiger and Renner is thus incorrect.
To be fully transparent, we cite the exact formulation of assumption (Q) that the authors provide in their paper:
Suppose that agent A has established that Statement A(i): "System S is in state ψ | 〉 S at time t 0 . Suppose furthermore that agent A knows that Statement A(ii): "The value x is obtained by a measurement of S w.r.t. the family π ∈ { }
x t x X 0 of Heisenberg operators relative to time t 0 , which is completed at time t. "
for some ξ ∈ X then agent A can conclude that Statement A(iii): "I am certain that x = ξ at time t. " We did not formulate our analysis in the Heisenberg picture (because we believe that it only obfuscates the real issues), but it would be rather straight-forward to do so. In any case, the contradiction derived by Frauchiger and Renner is simply the result of inconsistent and-in at least one case-wrong assumptions about what the state of the subsystem in premise A(i) actually is. With the quantum states identified above, the inferences drawn in accord with assumption (Q) are perfectly valid and consistent.
What the thought experiment actually shows. In sum, we fail to see much of foundational relevance in the no-go theorem formulated by Frauchiger and Renner. The only no-go is to ignore relevant parts of the physical situation, or assume that one and the same subsystem has a different quantum state for different observers.
Indeed, the quantum theories that are actually embarrassed by the thought experiment are those claiming that the wave function or quantum state represents, in some sense, the epistemic state of an observer, that it is defined in terms of someone's knowledge or information or belief. As our analysis clearly brings out, the sole fact that F knows the outcome of the quantum coin toss doesn't prevent the other branch of the wave function from being causally efficacious. And the fact that it can be causally efficacious is due to W's measurement affecting the state of the system-whether F knows that this measurement will occur, or not. To understand the physics of the thought experiment, we must therefore take the wave function seriously as an objective, physical degree of freedom-a lesson already emphasized by the PBR-theorem 4 .
There are other aspects of the Frauchiger-Renner thought experiment that we find more interesting and instructive than the problem the authors are trying to construct. For one, as mentioned in our analysis, the macroscopic quantum measurements performed by W and W are so invasive that they can change the actual state of the respective laboratory, including the records and memories (brain states) of the experimentalists in it. Notabene, there is no retroactive change of the past; the states of the laboratories may rather change post factum and no longer provide accurate records of their respective history. It is tempting to point to this Orwellian scenario as the solution of the "paradox". This, however, would be wrong, since the contradiction alleged by Frauchiger and Renner arises from inferences from and to actual measurement outcomes. Their point is not that the experimentalist will end up with inconsistent records or memories after the experiment was concluded. The observation is nonetheless relevant, as it provides a striking illustration of the fact that a "quantum measurement" is not a purely passive process but an invasive interaction that affects the state of the measured system, cf. [ 5 , Ch. 23].
Another noteworthy feature of the Wigner's friend-type measurements is that they have a nonlocal effect: by acting on the system L, W influences the outcome of the measurement performed by W on the system L-no matter how far these two systems are separated. Nonlocality, of course, is an essential feature of any quantum theory, as brought out conclusively by Bell's theorem [ 5 , Chs. 2, 16, 24]. It may be useful to note why it cannot be exploited for faster than light signaling in the described experiment. If W knew that the outcome of the quantum coin-toss was heads, he could infer from obtaining the result ok that W has performed his measurement, even if this measurement occurs at spacelike separation. However, to know the outcome of the coin-toss, W would have to obtain some sort of record (via a regular communication channel The first clarification we should make is that the dependence on the order of measurements follows from the Schrödinger evolution alone. It does not rely in any specific way on the Bohmian "interpretation". It is thus doubtful whether it is really true that in "standard quantum mechanics… the time order in which agents W and W carry out their measurements is irrelevant". The only principle or theorem we are aware of, is that since the measurements of W and W happen on separated systems (and are associated with commuting observables) the joint probabilities of their outcomes are independent of any order in which the measurements are performed. This result-which is also a theorem in Bohmian mechanics-is not violated here. The actual history of the experiment, however, can indeed depend on the order in which the measurements W and W are performed. And this fact is indeed problematic in a relativistic context if the two measurements occur at spacelike separation. This, however, is a known issue that has already been demonstrated 6 by the use of "Hardy's paradox" 7 , on which the thought experiment of Frauchiger and Renner is modeled, as well. The relevant conclusion to draw here is that, in a single-world, no-collapse quantum theory, quantum equilibrium or Born's rule cannot hold along arbitrary foliations of spacetime. In other words, assumptions (S) and (Q) are incompatible with a (strong) relativity principle:
(R) All Lorentz frames are equivalent in evaluating the predictions of the theory. They are not incompatible with formal and empirical Lorentz invariance, as demonstrated by the Lorentz invariant generalizations of Bohmian mechanics 8 . A related no-go result, based on Bell's theorem, was formulated by Gisin 9 , see also 10 [ch. 5] for an argument showing the tension between relativity and nonlocality on the level of the quantum state. One virtue of the extended Wigner's friend thought experiment may be that by magnifying quantum phenomena to macroscopic scales, it shows the untenability of the operationalism behind which the tension between relativity and nonlocality is usually hidden. Obviously, something actually happens in the laboratories. A serious quantum theory should be able to describe this, but it cannot do so in a fully relativistic way. This, of course, is not the point that Frauchiger and Renner are making in their paper. We believe that it should be.
On the Bohmian perspective. Discussing the thought experiment from the point of view of Bohmian mechanics, Frauchiger and Renner make the following statement (in reference to [ 2 , ch. 2]): "According to the common understanding, Bohmian mechanics is a 'theory of the universe' rather than a theory about subsystems. This means that agents who apply the theory must in principle always take an outside perspective on the entire universe, describing themselves as part of it. "
This statement is misleading, although the gist of it is correct. The way in which the statement is correct for Bohmian mechanics, is the way in which it is correct for any serious theory that could be considered as a candidate for a fundamental theory of nature. Any fundamental physical theory is first and foremost a theory about the universe as a whole, whose application to subsystems must be justified or derived from an analysis of the fundamental (universal) laws. If we want to apply Newtonian mechanics to a subsystem consisting of a sun and its nearest planet, we must first consider a larger system-and ultimately the entire universe (the only truly closed system)-to know whether the influence of other masses can be ignored at the desired level of accuracy. Bohmian mechanics allows for a precise analysis "from the universe to subsystems", telling us if and why the measurement formalism of textbook quantum mechanics is applicable, and, in particular, if and how a subsystem can be described by its own quantum state. Standard quantum mechanics seems unable to provide such an analysis, since it always has to assume a split-although a shifty one-between a measured system and an external observer.
Continuing their discussion of Bohmian mechanics, Frauchiger and Renner go on to claim that "This outside perspective is identical for all agents, which ensures consistency and hence the validity of Assumption (C). However, because (S) is satisfied, too, it follows from Theorem 1 that (Q) must be violated. "
